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Title: Photographic Department

Identifier: 6.520-14297

Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections

Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University

Temporal Coverage: 1940s

Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia

Creator: unknown

Lesson: The Bell Bomber

Description: Photograph of female employee in the darkroom at the Marietta Bell plant.

Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University

Size: unknown

Source: Bell Aircraft Project

Subject: Industrialization--southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.

Note: n/a

Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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**Title:** Photographer at work.

**Identifier:** 6.520-14318

**Publisher:** Georgia State University Library, Special Collections

**Contributor:** Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University

**Temporal Coverage:** unknown

**Spatial Coverage:** Marietta, Georgia

**Creator:** unknown

**Lesson:** The Bell Bomber

**Description:** Photograph of a photographer taking a picture of a female employee working at the Marietta Bell plant.

**Rights:** Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University

**Size:** unknown

**Source:** Bell Aircraft Project

**Subject:** Industrialization--southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.

**Note:** n/a

**Resource Type:** photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Photographic Department
Identifier: 6.520-14320
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Temporal Coverage: 1940s
Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Bell Bomber
Description: Employees working in the photographic department at the Marietta Bell plant.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Size: unknown
Source: Bell Aircraft Project
Subject: Industrialization--southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph
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Title: Office workers, Janice Kilmer and two others.
Identifier: 6.520-14411
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Temporal Coverage: 1940s
Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Bell Bomber
Description: Photograph of 3 female office workers for the Marietta Bell plant
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Size: unknown
Source: Bell Aircraft Project
Subject: Industrialization--southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Orientation Class at 426- Mrs. MaNita Dunwoody
Identifier: 6.520-17288
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Temporal Coverage: 7/5/1944
Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Bell Bomber
Description: Photograph of an orientation class at the Marietta Bell plant
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Size: unknown
Source: Bell Aircraft Project
Subject: Industrialization--southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Mary Withrow, spot welding.
Identifier: 6.603-2358
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Bell Bomber
Description: Photograph of Mary Withrow using the spot welding machine at the Marietta Bell plant.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Size: unknown
Source: Bell Aircraft Project
Subject: Industrialization--southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Mrs. Hattie Howard, operating drill.
Identifier: 6.603-3170
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Bell Bomber
Description: Photograph of Mrs. Hattie Howard operating the drill machine at the Marietta Bell plant
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Size: unknown
Source: Bell Aircraft Project
Subject: Industrialization—southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Aline Hobbs at drawing board.
Identifier: 6.603-3177
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Temporal Coverage: 1940s
Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Bell Bomber
Description: Aline Hobbs working on a drawing board at the Marietta Bell plant.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Size: unknown
Source: Bell Aircraft Project
Subject: Industrialization--southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Workers with Chambersburg Cecostamp machines.
Identifier: 6.603-5456
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia
Creator:
Lesson: The Bell Bomber
Description:
Rights:
Size:
Source: Bell Aircraft Project
Subject:
Note:
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library’s Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education’s Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Men and women working at Bell plant.
Identifier: 6.603-5469
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: Marietta, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Bell Bomber
Description: Men and women working at the Marietta Bell plant
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Center for Regional History & Culture, Kennesaw State University
Size: unknown
Source: Bell Aircraft Project
Subject: Industrialization--southern states--20th century; Working class women--United States--History; World War, 1939-1945--women--United States.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.